Thorough,
expert scrutiny
of investments

ABOUT US

Technological expertise from
a pioneer in quantitative investment
Chahine Capital has been nurturing a strong alliance
between science and finance since 1998. Our approach
is based on a conviction: analysing economic and
financial data of thousands of companies all over the
world is no longer on a human scale. But they are on the

Key
milestones
—

scale of powerful algorithms specifically developed and
optimised.
As a European pioneer of quantitative equity investment,
we are convinced that fund management is at the dawn
of a technological revolution brought about by artificial
intelligence. We are already part of this evolutionary
dynamic.
Beyond research and innovation, which are at the heart
of our philosophy, there is another equally powerful driver
that has largely contributed to making Chahine Capital
a reference in the industry: passion for what we do.

1998

Launch of
Digital Funds SICAV
with Digital
Stars Europe

2006

Digital Stars
Continental Europe
launch

2016

Digital Stars
Europe Smaller
Companies launch

Key figures

2017

IRIS Finance International
Group acquires
Chahine Capital
Digital Stars US
Equities launch

24

YEARS
OF TRACK RECORD

19

EMPLOYEES

1.6

BILLION OF ASSETS UNDER
MANAGEMENT
AS OF 30 SEPTEMBER 2021

2018

Digital Stars
Eurozone launch

2019

Chahine Capital becomes
a signatory of the UN PRI
LuxFLAG ESG label

www.chahinecapital.com

OUR INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

Digital Funds SICAV
Innovation for more
than 20 years
Our funds
—

Digital Funds is a range of liquid and diversified
portfolios managed by Chahine Capital that aim
to outperform(1) equity markets over the long term.
The investment process is supported by a stringent

Digital Stars Europe

and disciplined risk management. Our portfolios are
complementary to discretionary funds in terms of risk/

Digital Stars
Continental Europe

return profile.

A strategy based on proven statistical models

Digital Stars
Eurozone

• Aiming at identifying “Stars”* companies which have
the ability to significantly outperform their markets
• A stock picking approach based on 3 criteria: price

Digital Stars Europe
Smaller Companies

momentum, earnings momentum, momentum
optimized by artificial intelligence
• On-going strategy improvement based on 23 years

Digital Stars US
Equities

of continuous proprietary research

* By “Stars”, we mean the companies able to surprise
investors repeatedly.

An Award-winning strategy
2006

2008

2010

2018, 2019, 2020

First prize
Standard & Poor’s Sicav
Offshore Europe award

Lipper Award Europe
Best European equity
fund (3 & 5 years)

Lipper Award Europe
Best European equity
fund (10 years)

Lipper Award Europe
Best European Ex UK
equity fund (5 years)

(1) The recommended minimum investment period for Digital Funds
is 5 years. They have a high level of risk.

Risk and reward profile
1

2

3

Lower risk,
potentially lower reward

4

5

6

7

Higher risk,
potentially higher reward

Find out about our
latest performance
and risk figures
Past performance is not indicative of future results.

OUR EXPERTISE

An investment process improved
through continuous research
Chahine Capital has been developing proprietary
algorithmic models since its creation. Their strength:
a great capacity to adapt to different market
configurations, and the power to identify stocks able to
repeatedly and positively surprise investors.

A systematic and agnostic approach
By neutralising human bias, Chahine Capital adopts
a pragmatic approach. In addition to the search for
alpha, we also aim for better risk control, greater
responsiveness and full transparency. Our technological
solutions have been proven through Digital Funds, a
Sicav that has delivered one of the best risk-adjusted
performances in the industry since 1998. The first recipe
for success: models designed to beat their markets over
time. The second: a team of researchers and engineers
with expertise in performance engineering.

The research
and investment
team
Like expertise and
experience, out-of-the
box thinking, enthusiasm
and pragmatism
are not just qualities.
For Chahine Capital,
they are skills we are

Julien Bernier

Aymar de Léotoing

looking for.

Stéphane Levy

Chief Investment Officer,
Lead Portfolio Manager

Portfolio Manager,
Quantitative Researcher

Strategist,
Head of Innovation

Alexandre Morlot

Rayan Ben Redjeb

Coumba-Gallo Touré

Portfolio Manager,
Quantitative Researcher

Quantitative
Researcher

Assistant Portfolio Manager,
ESG Analyst

OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY

Investing for future
generations
ESG is core to Chahine Capital. A voluntary and
responsible commitment in line with the respect of
future generations.

Ambitious goals
Governance
Integration of ESG policy in quantitative models.
SRI voting policy
SRI voting based on the recommendations provided by
the research team of our partner ISS.
Norm-based and sector exclusions policy – controversies
Exclusion of some sectors and practices from our

Chahine Capital is a UN PRI signatory since 2019.

portfolios.

Chahine Capital has set ambitious ESG objectives

Exclusion of companies with a high level of ESG

and wants to contribute to the UN Sustainable

controversy according to RepRisk ESG indicators.

Development Goals defined by the United Nations.
Thus, the commitments made by our company allow us

Engagement policy
Improving the availability of ESG data. For stocks not

to have an impact in the achievement of 7 of them:

covered by Sustainalytics and RepRisk databases,
Chahine Capital approaches these data providers and
also companies to encourage them to disclose the necessary information.
Reporting – Transparency
An ESG activity report is produced every quarter.

SPONSORSHIP

Going forward to give
substance to our convictions

LuxFLAG granted the
LuxFLAG ESG label
to four of our funds
—
• Digital Stars Europe,
• Digital Stars Continental Europe,
• Digital Stars Europe Smaller Companies,
• Digital Stars US Equities.

ESG

As part of our social and solidarity-based
sponsorship approach, Chahine Capital has
chosen to support two non-profit organisations

LUXFLAG
Label

whose actions in favour of disadvantaged people
are recognised and serve general interest. The
Simplon Foundation and the Louvre Museum
Endowment Fund.

www.chahinecapital.com

Antoine Halm
antoine.halm@chahinecapital.com
(+33) 6 68 00 78 67
Laure Sebbah
laure.sebbah@chahinecapital.com
(+33) 6 15 87 03 64
IFAs & PARTNERS

BENELUX

SWITZERLAND

Mark Bobbink
mark.bobbink@chahinecapital.com
(+352) 691 398 715

Xavier Gendre
(through our sister company Compagnie Financière
Genevoise 1855)
xg@cfg1855.com
(+41) 22 331 45 98

Stéphane Douchamps
stephane.douchamps@chahinecapital.com
(+352) 691 266 493
GERMANY & AUSTRIA
Boris Kögel
boris.koegel@chahinecapital.com
(+49) 17 09 66 44 68

Vincent Colin
vincent.colin@chahinecapital.com
(+33) 6 78 45 29 03

SPAIN
Altment
(third-party marketer)
info@altment.com
(+34) 93 255 6159

Luxembourg

France

Germany

10-12, boulevard F.D. Roosevelt
L-2450 - Luxembourg
Phone: (+352) 26 09 55 00

41, rue François 1er
75008 - Paris
Phone: (+33) 1 40 76 03 27

Opernplatz 14,
60313 - Francfort
Phone: (+49) 69 153294140

This document is issued by J. Chahine Capital SA (“Chahine Capital”), the management company of the Luxembourg SICAV
Digital Funds, registered with the CSSF. This document, which is non-contractual and intended for information purposes
only, is a simplified presentation tool which does not constitute an offer to subscribe or investment advice. Chahine Capital
shall not be held responsible for any investment or disinvestment decision taken on the basis of this information. It is
reminded that past performance is not indicative of future results. All investments involve specific risks. Investors are advised
to ensure that any investment is appropriate for their personal situation by seeking independent advice where appropriate.
Before subscribing, investors must also read the prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID) available
on the website http://www.chahinecapital.com or free of charge on request, as well as any other document required by his
local regulation. The Digital Funds SICAV is distributed in Spain through Altment and in Switzerland through la Compagnie
Financière Genevoise 1855.
For more information
info@chahinecapital.com
www.chahinecapital.com
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